Recent research suggests cloud-radiation interaction as key for intermodel differences in tropical precipitation change with warming. This motivates the hypothesis that intermodel differences in the climatology of precipitation, and in its response to warming, should reduce in the absence of cloud-radiation interaction. The hypothesis is explored with the aquaplanet simulations by the Clouds On-Off Klimate Intercomparison Experiment performed by seven general circulation models, wherein atmospheric cloud radiative effects (ACREs) are active (ACRE-on) and inactive (ACRE-off). Contrary to expectation, models' climatology of tropical precipitation are more diverse in the ACRE-off experiments, as measured by the position of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), the subtropical precipitation minima, and the associated organization of the tropical circulation. Also the direction of the latitudinal shift of the ITCZ differs more in simulations with inactive cloud radiative effects. Nevertheless, both in ACRE-on and ACRE-off, the same relationship between tropical precipitation and the mean vertical velocity (zonally, temporally, and vertically averaged) emerges in all models. An analysis framework based on the moist static energy budget and used in the moisture space is then developed to understand what controls the distribution of the mean vertical velocity. The results suggest that intermodel differences in tropical circulation and zonal-mean precipitation patterns are most strongly associated with intermodel differences in the representation of shallow circulations that connect dry and moist regions.
Introduction
General circulation models disagree concerning projected changes in regional precipitation with warming, especially in the tropics (Xie et al. 2015) . The ability to consistently project regional precipitation change has not improved between phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) and the subsequent model generation of phase 5 (Knutti and Sedlá cek 2013) . This paper will explore possible reasons for the intermodel spread in tropical zonal-mean precipitation and its changes.
The intermodel spread in tropical precipitation change is known to be linked to uncertainty in how the tropical circulation-as measured by midtroposphere vertical velocity-changes with warming (e.g., Shepherd 2014; Xie et al. 2015) . This, in turn, depends on the interaction between surface fluxes, atmospheric radiation, and moist convective processes. Whereas uncertainty in precipitation projections may also arise from uncertainties in projected forcing and from internal variability, the diversity of simulated precipitation changes with warming can largely be attributed to differences in how models are formulated and tuned (Hawkins and Sutton 2011) . Even when the model configuration is simplified to an aquaplanet setup with fixed sea surface temperatures (SSTs)-thus removing, for example, intermodel differences in SST patterns, land-sea contrasts, atmosphere-vegetation interactions, and ocean circulations-differences in the response of tropical precipitation change to a uniform warming Supplemental information related to this paper is available at the Journals Online website: https://doi.org/10.1175/ JCLI-D-18-0230.s1. remain large (Stevens and Bony 2013) . For these reasons, our analysis focuses on how different processes influence the tropical rainbands in idealized aquaplanet simulations. We do so in the belief that any general framework for understanding controls on tropical precipitation should first be able to explain precipitation differences across models in the somewhat simpler setting of the aquaplanet.
On a hemispherically symmetric aquaplanet, the position of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), and whether it forms as a single feature along the equator or two rainbands distributed symmetrically around the equator, can depend on various factors. The ITCZ shifts from a single to a double structure as tropical SST gradients flatten (e.g., Dahms et al. 2011; Williamson et al. 2013; Oueslati and Bellon 2013b) . Further factors influencing the ITCZ position on aquaplanets are the dynamical core and model resolution (Landu et al. 2014) , the convection parameterization (Liu et al. 2010; Möbis and Stevens 2012; Oueslati and Bellon 2013a) , the feedback between surface wind and evaporation (Numaguti 1993; Chou and Neelin 2004; Liu et al. 2010; Möbis and Stevens 2012) , and solar constant specifications (Kirtman and Schneider 2000; Barsugli et al. 2005) .
The important role of cloud radiative effects on the tropical circulation is also widely acknowledged (e.g., Ramanathan 1987; Slingo and Slingo 1988; Slingo and Slingo 1991; Randall et al. 1989; Sherwood et al. 1994; Bergman and Hendon 2000; Fermepin and Bony 2014; Li et al. 2015; Crueger and Stevens 2015) . By modulating the spatiotemporal pattern of diabatic heating within the atmosphere, different cloud representations induce differences in the vertical profile of atmospheric radiative heating, something called the atmospheric cloud radiative effect (ACRE). Deep clouds found in the tropical convergence zones result in a net heating of the atmosphere, which concentrates in the mid-and upper troposphere. Low clouds found primarily in regions of relatively low SSTs induce a diabatic cooling, especially in the lower troposphere (Tian and Ramanathan 2002) . Recently, the impact of ACREs on the ITCZ position in aquaplanets has also come into scientific focus. ACREs shift the ITCZ equatorward in six aquaplanet models (Harrop and Hartmann 2016) . This result is confirmed by Popp and Silvers (2017) , who additionally demonstrate that whereas the longwave ACRE is associated with an equatorward ITCZ shift, the shortwave ACRE induces a poleward shift. The longwave ACRE dominates such that in the net the ITCZ shifts equatorward.
Cloud radiative effects have long been known to be the root cause for intermodel spread in the surface temperature response to a doubling of the atmospheric CO 2 concentration (e.g., Cess et al. 1990; Bony and Dufresne 2005; Vial et al. 2013) . A number of studies suggest that ACRE is also the root cause for intermodel spread in the precipitation and circulation response to surface warming (e.g., Voigt et al. 2014; Voigt and Shaw 2015; Oueslati et al. 2016) . Focusing on the two models (MPI-ESM-LR and IPSL-CM5A-LR) with the most diverse changes in tropical precipitation with warming, Voigt and Shaw (2015) show that whereas the ITCZ response to warming is to contract in the MPI model-such that precipitation increases strongly at the equator and decreases in the remaining tropics-the IPSL model weakly enhances precipitation in the entirety of the tropics. Using the cloudlocking technique (e.g., Wetherald and Manabe 1988; Mauritsen et al. 2013) to attribute the circulation response with warming to various constituent changes, they conclude that the circulation response to warming-and with that the precipitation response-is most strongly shaped by how the cloud radiative heating changes with warming.
The relevance of ACREs on the intermodel spread in precipitation changes with warming leads us to hypothesize the following: if ACREs are the key to intermodel differences with warming, then the models should agree more in their response to warming if the interaction between clouds and radiation is inhibited. This line of reasoning leads one to hypothesize that different responses to ACRE may also explain intermodel spread in the control climate. We explore these ideas by analyzing model simulations from the Clouds On-Off Klimate Intercomparison Experiment (COOKIE; Stevens et al. 2012) , which provides simulations by seven models where the cloud-radiation interaction is inhibited, and simulations where ACREs are active. Like Voigt and Shaw (2015) , and for reasons stated above (see also Medeiros et al. 2015) , we focus on the aquaplanet configuration. Even in the absence of cloud-radiation interaction, we find surprisingly large, and in some cases larger, differences both in how precipitation changes with warming and how it is distributed in the control climate.
On the basis of these findings, subsequent analysis is devoted to interpreting the origin of differences in the spatial distribution of precipitation in the control climate. We demonstrate that spatial differences in precipitation are strongly associated with differences in the circulation-as measured by vertically averaged largescale vertical velocity. This motivates our use of the vertically integrated moist static energy budget framework (Neelin and Held 1987) to link differences in the largescale vertical motion field to differences in atmospheric stability and/or heating. We show that, from this point of view, differences in the stability across models have little influence on circulation, and hence precipitation, differences. Though differences in the heating appear to explain differences in circulation across the models, these differences are not associated with processes that usually come to mind, such as radiation or surface fluxes. Rather it appears necessary to account for differences in the structure of the circulation itself, rather than just its magnitude, to explain differences in precipitation across the models.
The outline of the remainder of the manuscript is as follows. After describing the COOKIE simulations in more detail (section 2), we compare the intermodel spread in different precipitation and circulation characteristics of the tropics between simulations with active and inactive cloud-radiation interaction (section 3). The moist static energy framework is developed and employed to the COOKIE aquaplanet simulations in section 4. Further, we take a closer look at the shallow circulation in moisture space (section 6). Findings are summarized in section 7.
Data
COOKIE consists of two main sets of experiments: 1) the ''ACRE-on'' simulations where clouds interact with the radiation as normal and 2) the ''ACRE-off'' simulations where clouds are artificially made transparent to radiation by setting their cloud liquid and cloud ice to zero in the calculation of radiative transfer. Note that clouds can still develop in the ACRE-off experiment-they just do not influence radiation. Besides the different radiative settings, the two sets of experiments are identical. The comparison between both sets of experiments allows assessing how the atmospheric cloud radiative effect impacts the mean state of the models, for example, their precipitation patterns and circulation.
As part of COOKIE, both standard AMIP and aquaplanet simulations have been performed. We limit our analysis to the idealized aquaplanet model configuration. In this configuration, the planet's surface is assumed to be saturated with a sea surface temperature that is prescribed as a function of latitude u only according to ''Qobs'' in Neale and Hoskins (2000) . The latitudinal dependence is called Qobs because it most closely matches the mean latitudinal variation of the climatological SSTs. Following Qobs, the surface temperatures peak at 278C at the equator, decline throughout the tropics and midlatitudes, and are held constant poleward of 608 latitude at 08C. Besides the modifications to the calculation of radiative transfer in ACRE-off, the COOKIE aquaplanet configuration follows that of the aquaplanets in CMIP5. The solar radiation is specified as perpetual equinox conditions, by removing the seasonal cycle, but the diurnal cycle is retained. Sea ice, orography, and aerosols are set to zero.
We analyze aquaplanet simulations with the control Qobs SST as the lower boundary condition and simulations where SSTs are uniformly raised by 4 K (referred to as 4K). Thus two states and two different specifications of clouds, which comprise a total of four experimental configurations, are available for the investigation of intermodel spread in precipitation patterns and their changes with warming. Six modeling centers performed the COOKIE simulations (Table 1) , where one center performed simulations with two different physics packages (IPSL-CM5A-LR and IPSL-CM5B-LR). All modeling centers were using the model version corresponding to what they used in CMIP5 for the simulations, except for the MPI model. A slightly newer version than in CMIP5 was used (ECHAM6.1.05) with added bug fixes that do not influence the mean climate to any significant extent.
Though the surface temperatures should be identical to the Qobs profile in all models according to the COOKIE protocol, this is not the case. The MRI-CGCM3 model has higher peak SSTs than the remaining models, because a skin sea surface temperature scheme is employed and the Qobs profile is only used to fix the subskin layer temperature. This leads to steeper SST gradients especially near the equator, which complicates the direct comparison to the other models. Additionally, the MIROC5 model uses the Qobs profile in both ACRE-off simulations but a different SST profile in the ACRE-on simulations (see Fig. S1 in the online supplementary material) with steeper SST gradients close to the equator [named ''Control'' profile in Neale and Hoskins (2000) ]. Models tend to place the ITCZ more equatorward when the SST gradients are steeper (Williamson et al. 2013) . In MIROC5, the impact of atmospheric cloud radiative effects on climate variables is more difficult to interpret because differences between ACRE-on and ACRE-off simulations might also arise from differing SST profiles. We focus our analysis on the tropics, which are defined as areas equatorward of 6308 latitude. Because the aquaplanet is a hemispherically symmetric configuration, variables are averaged over both hemispheres for zonal-mean quantities so as to minimize statistical asymmetries that arise from a too-short simulation duration.
Analysis is performed on monthly averaged fields, which are then further averaged in time to study the climatological behavior of the simulations. To facilitate a comparison of the modeled precipitation fields, and their changes, we fit a cubic spline to the hemispherically and zonally averaged precipitation fields. Comparisons of different precipitation features are then performed in the space of these piecewise analytic functions. This approach was chosen to help minimize the impact of different discretizations of the meridional dimension.
ACRE impact on intermodel spread in tropical precipitation and circulation
The zonal-mean precipitation in the tropics is characterized by strong precipitation bands associated with the ITCZ and subtropical precipitation minima (Fig. 1) . In both ACRE-on and ACRE-off experiments, a double ITCZ emerges in most models, where the precipitation maximizes in two peaks symmetrically about the equator. Only two models show a single ITCZ, where the peak precipitation is centered at or very near the equator, in ACRE-on. It is not immediately obvious whether models agree more in ACRE-on or ACRE-off in their zonalmean precipitation.
We investigate the intermodel spread in the precipitation climatology and its change with warming using the precipitation indicators defined by Popp and Lutsko (2017) . These are evaluated using the cubicspline fit to the zonally and temporally averaged precipitation fields of each model as discussed in section 2. Because of the hemispheric symmetry of these simulations, the number of indicators describing the zonalmean precipitation reduces, from the originally defined nine, to only five (Fig. 1c) . Three of the indicators have the unit of precipitation: the precipitation magnitude at the equator P E , the difference between peak precipitation and P E , denoted as P D , and the difference between peak precipitation and subtropical minimum precipitation P H . The two remaining indicators describe the placement of the precipitation extrema in terms of latitude u: the latitude where the ITCZ is located u I and the latitude of subtropical minimum precipitation u M . Note that we introduce u M here, which on aquaplanets relates to the corresponding indicator u W defined by Popp and Lutsko (2017) 
On the whole, ACRE tends to increase the amount of precipitation falling on the equator in all models. This is evident in the tendency of points to lie below the diagonal in Fig. 2a but also is consistent with the placement of all the other indicators relative to the diagonal. ACRE causes a robust drying of the subtropics, fewer differences between precipitation on the equator and its peak value near the equator, as well as a shift of the offequatorial precipitation peaks toward the equator. These findings are consistent with earlier analysis by Harrop and Hartmann (2016) and Popp and Silvers (2017) . Here we show that this result generalizes also to the warmer (4K) climate.
The COOKIE models suggest that for a given model, the effect of ACREs on the distribution of precipitation FIG. 1. Zonal-mean precipitation as a function of latitude of (a) the control ACRE-on and (b) the control ACRE-off experiment. (c) The five precipitation indicators needed to characterize zonal-mean precipitation in the tropics of an aquaplanet, following Popp and Lutsko (2017) . To reduce the dependence on the model's horizontal resolution in estimating extrema, we fit a cubic spline to the zonal-mean precipitation here and use these fitted functions in all following analysis of zonal-mean quantities.
is robust. There is little indication, however, that ACREs are responsible for intermodel differences in either the spatial distribution of precipitation or in its change with warming. Both findings are contrary to our expectation. In terms of intermodel spread, as compared to ACREon, ACRE-off models are more similar in two magnitude indicators (P E and P H ), but less similar in the location indicators and in P D . This is true both in terms of absolute model spread (Figs. 2a-e) and the standard deviation of this spread (Fig. 2f ). Note that P H and P E are highly correlated (with a coefficient of determination R 2 5 0.91), such that the spread in both quantities may be connected. The greater disagreement in ACRE-off among models in at least three of the five indicators is surprising and appears to refute the hypothesis that models should behave more similarly in the absence of cloud-radiation interaction.
With the help of the COOKIE experiments, we investigate how the intermodel spread in the ITCZ shift with warming is impacted by cloud-radiation interactions (Fig. 3 ). This analysis is motivated by the finding of Voigt and Shaw (2015) . They analyzed the MPI-CM5-LR (similar to the MPI-ESM-LR, see Table 1 ) and IPSL-CM5A-LR models in the ACRE-on experiment and used the cloud-locking technique to demonstrate that different cloud radiative responses to warming are key for the deviating ITCZ shifts in these two models. Based on their analysis, ACRE is responsible for a strong equatorward shift in the MPI model by 2.78 but no shift in the IPSL model, and thus is responsible for a large part of the differences between these two models' response to warming. Their finding is reproduced by our analysis of the COOKIE experiments for these two models. However, this finding does not hold when the analysis is extended to more models. Differences in other models, for instance, compare HadGEM2-A and IPSL-CM5A-LR (Fig. 3) , become larger in the ACRE-off experiments.
Even the tendency of ACRE to induce equatorward shifts in the ITCZ with warming (relative to ACRE-off simulations), which at least is consistent in the IPSL-CM5A-LR and MPI-CM5-LR simulations, is not robust across the model ensemble analyzed here. In the HadGEM2-A and MRI-CGCM3 simulations, the ITCZ shifts poleward when ACRE is included. In the MIROC5 simulations, the ITCZ response to warming seems to be independent of whether cloud-radiation interaction is active or inactive, though this might be influenced by the different SST profiles in ACRE-on and ACRE-off. Hence, the effect of ACRE appears independent of already large differences in ITCZ shifts in the ACRE-off simulations; in some cases, it exacerbates differences in precipitation shifts between models, in other cases, its effect reduces the spread between models.
The above analysis suggests that neither changes in precipitation with warming nor differences in precipitation itself can be explained by cloud radiative interactions. We thus explore sources of differences in precipitation across models by noting that precipitation is strongly coupled to circulation, which then presents a framework for exploring factors influencing the circulation. The close and robust relationship between precipitation and circulation is illustrated by plotting the mean precipitation against the mean circulation, as is done in Fig. 4 . Here the circulation is measured by the mean mass flux in the midtroposphere, as the operator ( Á y ) denotes a mass-weighted vertical mean. Strong upward mass fluxes (negative v y ) are associated with strong precipitation, whereas precipitation amounts are independent of the subsidence velocity for v y approximately greater than 15 hPa day
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. This relationship is independent of whether ACREs are active or inactive.
The close relationship between precipitation and vertically averaged vertical velocity implies that differences in the zonal-mean precipitation characteristics translate into differences in the organization of the circulation in the tropics. Specifically, the ITCZ position is a good indicator for the fractions of upward-and downward-moving air masses. Following a simple consideration of mass conservation (e.g., Bjerknes 1938), the fraction of area with subsiding air masses AY, a measure also used for the characterization of convective aggregation (e.g., Coppin and Bony 2015; Becker et al. 2017) , is also given by the relationship
with v[ denoting the tropical-mean upward and vY the tropical-mean downward vertical velocity. Figure 5 shows the relation of the subsidence area fraction with v[ and vY estimated at 500 hPa, where the vertical motion strength at 500 hPa is a widely used proxy for the largescale tropical circulation (Bony et al. 2004) . As expected, AY is fairly unrelated to the strength of mean subsiding motion at 500 hPa (R 2 5 0.06), because subsiding motion is controlled by the ratio of radiative cooling and ; the subsidence area fraction for the high and low static stability cases is then given by AY 5 2v [/(vY2v[). the static stability in clear-sky regions-note that under warming, the stability is, as expected, higher and the vY smaller. Therefore, v[ has to vary according to mass conservation arguments, which yields stronger convective motion for larger AY. In the models, v[ aligns well within the bounds of low and high static stability, which here serve as an estimate of the minimum and maximum vY for an assumed typical tropical clear-sky cooling rate of 1 K day 21 (e.g., Hartmann and Larson 2002) .
Convective motion is generally weaker in ACRE-off because the more poleward ITCZ positions imply smaller subsidence area fractions, thus fewer nonconvecting areas. Indications of the intermodel spread found in the ITCZ position extend to the intermodel spread in subsidence area fraction because both are anticorrelated (R 2 5 0.88). Figure 5 shows how, through mass conservation, small differences in the subsidence area fraction, and thus the convective aggregation, account for large differences in the convective motion and thereby the strength of the tropical overturning circulation.
We further explore the organization of the tropical circulation in more detail via the probability density function of the vertical pressure velocity at 500 hPa (PDF v 500 ). In the ACRE-on experiment, with the exception of CNRM-CM5, the models agree well on the negatively skewed shape of PDF v 500 (Fig. 6a) , with the typical peak at subsidence velocities between 15 and 30 hPa day 21 controlled by clear-sky radiative cooling and the static stability (e.g., Bony et al. 2004) . However, when simplifying the model configuration by removing cloud-radiation interaction, the statistics of the circulation differ more markedly among models (Fig. 6b) . The absence of atmospheric cloud radiative effects thus increases the intermodel spread in the statistics of the large-scale circulation in the tropics. As cloud-radiation interaction tends to dampen differences among models, the differences in how models couple convection to circulation are likely larger than one would suppose by looking at simulations with active cloud radiative effects.
A look at PDF v 500 separately diagnosed only for areas poleward of the ITCZ position (Figs. 6d,f) and areas between the two ITCZs (Figs. 6c,e) gives some indication that the differences in the tropical PDF v 500 stem from areas equatorward of the ITCZ-the inner-ITCZ zone. The PDFs in the nonconvecting areas, which are expected in regions poleward of the ITCZ, show similar shapes among models as well as the ACRE-on and ACRE-off experiments. Interexperiment differences between on/off simulations thus are rooted in the 
inner-ITCZ zone. In the inner-ITCZ zone, which is characterized by upward motion, the peaks of PDF v 500 are located at negative vertical pressure velocities, though of different magnitudes among the models. The strength of the convective motion is similar between on/off simulations in IPSL-CM5A-LR and CNRM-CM5; weakens in the absence of clouds for HadGEM2-A, MPI-CM5-LR, and MIROC5; and cannot be compared in MRI-CGCM3 and IPSL-CM5B-LR as both have a single ITCZ in ACRE-on. For MIROC5, it is unclear whether the shift in mean convective velocity is merely due to cloud radiative effects or also due to a different SST profile. Because the area fraction of the inner-ITCZ zone is greater in ACRE-off, the model inconsistencies imprint more strongly on the total tropical v 500 , leading to larger intermodel spread in the absence of clouds. Contrary to the hypothesis that models should agree more in the absence of cloud-radiation interaction, we found greater differences in the characteristics of tropical precipitation, circulation, and in precipitation pattern changes with warming in ACRE-off than in ACRE-on. Cloud-radiation interaction is not the root of intermodel differences in this ensemble. Differences among models are evident in both precipitation and circulation statistics, with the largest differences in the inner-ITCZ region in the latter. The circulation as measured by the vertical-mean vertical velocity is an excellent predictor of precipitation across models and experiments.
Prediction of vertical velocity by deep-mode moist static energy framework
In this section, we develop a simple theoretical framework to understand the tropical precipitation distribution. The framework is inspired by the approach in but has also been used in a number of other studies (e.g., Bretherton and Sobel 2002; Chou and Neelin 2004; Byrne and Schneider 2016) . We focus on the ACRE-off models, because explaining the diversity of precipitation features in this set of simulations would appear to be a prerequisite to understanding differences in more complex settings. The moist static energy framework relates fluxes of energy into the column to the strength of the overturning circulation, as measured by the vertical-mean vertical velocity (in pressure coordinates), which in turn informs about precipitation, given the close relationship in Fig. 4 . We derive the framework from the column-integrated moist static energy budget in stationarity,
where F sen and F lat denote the sensible and moisture contribution to the surface enthalpy flux, R the column radiative fluxes in the atmosphere, v the horizontal velocity, v the vertical velocity (in pressure coordinates), hÁi the mass-weighted vertical integral, and h the moist static energy. The moist static energy h 5 c p T 1 gz 1 ' y q, with the isobaric specific heat of dry air c p , the absolute temperature T, the specific humidity q, enthalpy of vaporization ' y , and the geopotential gz, is a convenient measure of the energy content of a static air parcel as it is conserved for adiabatic parcel displacements in a barotropic atmosphere. A typical tropical h profile has large values at the surface associated with high specific humidity and temperature. With increasing height, the humidity content decreases rapidly, leading to a midtropospheric minimum in h. In the upper troposphere, where ' y q is low, h increases again as it increasingly takes on the structure of the dry static stability, c p T 1 gz. The two right-hand side terms of Eq. (2) are the horizontal and vertical advection of h, respectively. To the extent that v can be approximated by a deep vertical mode, Eq. (2) can be reformulated to relate the amplitude of this mode to the other energy sources, that is, surface turbulent fluxes, radiation, and advection. There is some justification for the assumption of a single deep vertical mode as such a structure explains most of the variance in v( p) in the reanalyses of meteorological data (Trenberth et al. 2000; Yuan and Hartmann 2008 ). This assumption is also frequently used in simplified models of the tropical atmosphere (e.g., Neelin and Held 1987; Neelin and Zeng 2000; Zeng et al. 2000) . Hence, here we ask to what extent such an assumption can be used to help interpret sources of intermodel differences through Eq. (2).
The deep-mode vertical velocity at each grid point then is represented by the product of the assumed deepmode structure f d ( p) and a corresponding amplitude given by the mass-weighted vertical-mean pressure vertical velocity v y , such that
where v s ( p) is the residual vertical velocity due to other (generally shallower) modes. Although formally it is a residual, for simplicity v s ( p) is often referred to as shallow-mode vertical velocity, hence the subscript ''s.'' The decomposition in Eq. (3) allows us to write the vertical advection term in Eq. (2) as the sum of deepmode and shallow-mode vertical advection (V s h ),
with G d 5 2hf d ( p)›h/›pi defining the ''gross moist stability,'' which we subscript by ''d'' as a reminder of its association with a deep vertical mode. The gross moist stability can be understood as a normalized vertical advection representing the efficiency of exporting energy from the atmospheric column. Originally, the gross moist stability has been introduced by Neelin and Held (1987, p. 4 ) as a ''convenient way of summarizing our ignorance of the details of the convective and large-scale transient.'' Since then, many different definitions for the gross moist stability have been used (for a review, see Raymond et al. 2009 ). Depending on the definition, gross moist stability values are positive in the entirety of the tropics (Yu et al. 1998; Chou et al. 2013) or become negative in tropical areas where shallow convection predominates (e.g., Back and Bretherton 2006; Bui et al. 2016) or in the early stages of the convective life cycle characterized by shallow convection (e.g., Inoue and Back 2015a,b) . Shallow convection is characterized by low-level convergence and midlevel divergence. Because of the vertical profile of h, with high surface values, a midtropospheric minimum, and upper-tropospheric increases, the flow associated with shallow convection leads to a net import of h into the tropospheric column, destabilizing the atmosphere by vertical motion.
In deriving the framework, we consider the shallowmode vertical advection V s h as part of the forcing by including it into an effective ''heating'' term Q 5 F sen 1 F lat 1 R 1 H 1 V s h . In doing so, we follow the reasoning by Chou et al. (2013) in that the destabilizing effect of shallow circulations is responsible for the import of column h, which the deep convection responds to. The total horizontal advection of h, H 5 H m 1 H e , is given by the sum of mean (subscript ''m'') and eddy (subscript ''e'') horizontal advection. While H m is directly computed from monthly mean model fields, the nonnegligible H e (e.g., Peters et al. 2008 ) is estimated as residual from the budget in Eq. (2). This assumption was tested and found to be justified for the MPI-CM5-LR simulations for which more output could be generated. Combining Eqs. (2) and (4) yields a framework to diagnose the vertically averaged vertical velocity of the assumed deep overturning mode,
thus introducing b as the inverse gross moist stability. To be well posed, the deep-mode structure f d ( p) must be defined such that G d is positive for all tropical latitudes, conforming to the physical consideration that heating (positive Q) is associated with large-scale ascent
with p s 5 1000 hPa, p t 5 100 hPa,
, and G the gamma function. The shape parameters (a 5 2 and b 5 3) yield a deep-mode structure that places the maximum vertical velocity at approximately 400 hPa (see Fig. S2 ). Because the column vertical advection of h is sensitive to the chosen integration levels (e.g., Chou et al. 2013; Bui et al. 2016) we adopt a definition of the deep mode over the depth of the troposphere defined for each grid point and model, rather than in terms of predetermined pressure levels. Further, the above definition assures that hf d ( p)i 5 1. We have additionally tested different forms of f d ( p) (see, e.g., Fig. S2 ), and though they yield different values for G d and V s h , they do not affect the main conclusions arising from the following analysis.
Are intermodel differences governed by the gross moist stability or the heating?
With the help of the moist static energy framework described in the previous section, we aim at identifying which terms in Eq. (5) 
The last term, by virtue of being averaged over the models, is a constant. This decomposition then allows us to ask which terms are most important for intermodel differences in the vertical velocity and hence precipitation. As shown in In other words, stability variations are not important for explaining variation in the zonal-mean vertical velocity (and therefore not shown)-rather, intermodel differences in vertical-velocity scale with intermodel differences in the effective heating.
Next, we investigate which of the individual heating terms in Q best explains the models' zonal-mean v. For this, the contribution to v from each heating term Q j , such that Q j 2 fF sen , F lat , R, H e , H m , V s h g, and the model's own inverse gross moist stability b is separately predicted via Eq. (5). The contributions are compared to the models' zonal-mean v in Fig. 8 . The sensible heat flux only weakly heats the atmospheric column homogeneously over the tropics and therefore is not indicative of differences in v across models. The latent heat flux does appear to have an impact on the vertical velocity as predictions follow the direction of the one-to-one line, but with an offset because F lat is positive throughout the tropics and therefore fails to predict subsidence. Radiation exports h from the column by radiative cooling, thus only predicting subsidence motion. Radiative cooling and latent heating work against each other, though also Q j 5 F lat 1 R does not satisfactorily explain v (not shown). Both horizontal advection terms mainly export moist static energy from the column and fail to predict v well.
Of all the heating terms, the residual (shallow mode) vertical advection best explains v 0 i (Fig. 8f) , with predictions centered on the one-to-one line. Consequently, the root-mean-square errors of the prediction are small, with a multimodel mean of 7.3 hPa day
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. This implies that explaining differences in the circulations across the models depends on each model's residual circulation from the assumed deep mode, something we interpret as a separate shallow mode. How much of the intermodel spread is explained by the shallow circulation depends on the assumed structure for the deep mode.
Incorporating more of the shallow circulation within the definition of the deep mode by adopting a less topheavy vertical motion structure leads to less of a role for the shallow mode (as measured by a greater multimodelmean RMSE; Fig. S3) . However, such a profile does not define a positive G d across all experiments. Although the models, and perhaps convective parameterization differences, would have been easier to understand if their differences could have been related to how strongly the convection couples to surface or radiative fluxes, this does not follow from our analysis, as the circulationconvection coupling appears to be the dominant difference among the models.
The shallow circulation in moisture space
To gain a better understanding of moist static energy advection by the shallow circulation and how it differs among the models, we take a closer look at the shallow circulation in moisture space in the ACRE-off experiment. The moisture space sorts variables by the amount of column moisture spanning from dry to moist columns. Whereas the models' moisture distributions are similar at the dry end (Fig. 9) , they strongly differ in the amount of integrated water vapor (IWV) at the moist end. That the peak of high IWV varies between about 34 kg m 22 in the IPSL-CM5A-LR model and 50 kg m 22 in MRI-CGCM3 indicates a different sensitivity to moisture in the models' convection schemes. Models with low sensitivity to environmental moisture convect easily even in dry environments (Möbis and Stevens 2012) . Indeed, models with lower values at the moist peak tend to place their ITCZ more poleward in drier environments than those with higher values. This can be seen by comparing the CNRM-CM5 or MIROC5 precipitation distribution with that of MRI-CGCM3 in Fig. 1b . Because the models' moisture distributions are so diverse, we use percentiles of IWV as the binning variable for the moisture space to allow a better comparison among models. Temperature gradients are weak in the tropics (e.g., Sobel et al. 2001) , such that the moisture space can be thought of spanning from areas of low-column h at the dry end to high-column h at the moist end and with that essentially from the dry subtropics to the location of the ITCZ.
Circulations in moisture space can be thought of as motion along moisture gradients. Figure 10 shows the total and shallow circulations in moisture space as streamlines constructed from the vertical velocity following Bretherton et al. (2005) . The streamlines are assumed to close at the moist end (as in Bretherton and Khairoutdinov 2015) , which corresponds to the deep tropics and which lies indisputably within the tropical analysis (6308) domain. Streamlines may not close at the dry end as the system is open to mass exchange at the boundaries of this analysis domain. For the total circulations, the model vertical velocity v( p) is used whereas the shallow circulations arise from the shallow-mode vertical velocity v s ( p).
Generally, the circulations are weaker for models with a more poleward ITCZ, as was also discussed with respect to Fig. 5 . If the strength of the circulation is defined as the minimum streamfunction value, then the strength correlates strongly with the ITCZ position (R 2 5 0.88 for the total and R 2 5 0.83 for the shallow circulation). In all models, shallow circulations emerge. They indicate a lower branch of the total circulation FIG. 8 . Relationship between the zonal-mean v y from the models and that predicted using Eq. (5) with each model's own gross moist stability and some subset of the contributions to Q j : (a) sensible heat flux, (b) latent heat flux, (c) radiative heating, (d) horizontal eddy advection, (e) horizontal mean advection, and (f) shallow-mode vertical advection. Note that zonal means are symmetrized between both hemispheres, such that endpoints of the lines where v y is negative correspond to the equator and positive endpoints to 6308. In (f) the RMSE is shown for the individual models. where low h is transported near the surface toward moist areas just as in the total circulation. Important for the net import or export of h into the atmospheric column, however, is the vertical integral of moist static energy advection. Because the shallow and the total circulation differ in the return branch, they have a different impact on the import or export of column h across the moisture space. The return branch of the total circulation is located at the top of the troposphere where horizontal gradients of h are small and vertical gradients similar in the dry and moist end. On the contrary, the return branch of the shallow circulation occurs at a height of approximately 4 km. This is the height where moist static energy approximately minimizes and differences across the moisture space maximize, ranging from about 305 to 325 kJ kg 21 at the dry and moist ends, respectively. Whereas the height of the return branch is similar among models, the location in moisture space where shallow motion switches sign from subsidence to convection ranges from approximately the 40th to the 70th percentile of IWV. This again indicates that the shallow circulation embedded within the total circulation couples differently to moisture gradients among the models. The horizontal and vertical advection by the total and shallow circulation is quantified in terms of mass-weighted vertical integrals in Fig. 11 . The vertical advection by the total and shallow circulation differs in their impacts on the moisture variance. The vertical advection of the total circulation mainly imports moist static energy at the dry end with almost no import or export at the moist end. With that, the vertical advection by the total circulation homogenizes differences in column h across the moisture space and effectively damps the variance of moisture within the domain. On the contrary, the shallow-mode vertical advection increases column h differences by removing h from dry regions and adding h to moist regions. The fact that the total circulations differ in moisture space is indicative of the importance of shallow circulations in conditioning the atmosphere for deep convection.
This countergradient transport of h by the shallow circulation is currently regarded as one of the main processes for self-aggregation found in idealized radiativeconvective equilibrium model simulations (for a review see Wing et al. 2017) . Our results from experiments with inactive cloud-radiation interaction indicate that different coupling of the shallow circulation to moisture in the models, in particular the shallow-mode vertical advection, may also be the primary factor for driving intermodel differences in the zonal-mean distribution of vertical velocity and precipitation. FIG. 10. (top) Total and (bottom) shallow circulation in moisture space, which is spanned by the percentiles of IWV. The control ACREoff experiment is shown. The models are ordered by their ITCZ position. Deciles of IWV are chosen as bin borders (i.e., 0th, 10th, 20th, . . . , 100th) and moist static energy (shading) is averaged within those bins. The streamfunction C is constructed following Bretherton et al. (2005) but is assumed to close at the moist end (C n 5 0) and includes bin weighting to remove the dependence on bin size of the streamfunction. For n bins, the streamfunction defined at the border is given by C n2i 5 C n112i 1 g 21 a n2i/2 v n2i/2 (p), with i 5 1, 2, . . . , n. The variable v n2i/2 refers to the average vertical velocity in the given bin, and a n2i/2 holds the normalized area weights such that åan2i/2 5 1. 
Summary and conclusions
To elucidate the causes of intermodel spread in the tropical precipitation distribution and its response to warming, we explore aquaplanet simulations from the Clouds On-Off Klimate Intercomparison Experiment (COOKIE; Stevens et al. 2012 ). Seven models provide the simulations for a control climate with fixed sea surface temperatures and a warmed state where sea surface temperatures are uniformly raised by 4 K. In these simulations, atmospheric cloud radiative effects (ACREs) are either active (ACRE-on) or inactive (ACRE-off). Patterns of tropical precipitation are identified based on a subset of five precipitation indicators defined by Popp and Lutsko (2017) as determined using cubic-spline fits to each simulation's zonal-and timemean precipitation fields. Past work comparing two models identified ACRE changes as the main cause of differences in tropical precipitation changes with warming (Voigt and Shaw 2015) . This leads us to hypothesize that by removing the cloud-radiation interaction, models should produce less diversity in their precipitation patterns and change in these patterns with warming.
Our analysis is consistent with that by Voigt and Shaw (2015) in that the two models they analyze-which incidentally have the most divergent response to warmingdiffer less in their response to warming when ACREs are inactive. This result does not, however, generalize. When looking across a larger set of models, we find that changes in patterns of tropical precipitation with warming tend to be dampened in the absence of ACREs, but the direction of the changes are, if anything, more diverse in the absence cloud radiative effects.
Consistent with earlier studies (Crueger and Stevens 2015; Harrop and Hartmann 2016; Popp and Silvers 2017) we find that ACREs cause a more prominent equatorial precipitation feature, which in many cases can be interpreted in terms of an equatorward shift of the ITCZ. Our analysis demonstrates that this tendency is also present in warmer climates. We additionally find that while models respond robustly to the inclusion of cloud radiative effects, these effects do not lead to more consistent patterns of modeled precipitation. In terms of the position of the ITCZ and the subtropical precipitation minima, models diverge more in the absence of cloud radiative effects than when ACREs are active.
A number of earlier studies have explored factors that influence the width, or equatorial expression, of the tropical rainbands (e.g., Bretherton and Sobel 2002; Chou and Neelin 2004; Byrne and Schneider 2016) . Among these Harrop and Hartmann (2016) and Popp and Silvers (2017) specifically focus on the role of cloud radiative effects. Harrop and Hartmann (2016) introduce a mechanism based on the convective available potential energy (CAPE) to explain the equatorward ITCZ shift in ACRE-on. They argue that the direct heating effect from clouds increases the upper-tropospheric temperature tropics-wide, which decreases CAPE. Smaller CAPE implies an environment less supportive of deep convection. High CAPE values then are confined closer to the equator, which contracts the ITCZs toward the equator. However, their conclusions neglect the fact that the equatorward ITCZ shift itself causes an increase of upper-tropospheric temperatures as they are coupled to the surface temperature in deep convective areas through the moist adiabat (e.g., Johnson and Xie 2010) . It is unclear if the observed contraction of high CAPE values in ACRE-on is the cause of the ITCZ shift or a combination of cloud radiative heating and the ITCZ shift itself. Popp and Silvers (2017) propose a dynamic argument: loud radiative heating enhances the atmospheric energy uptake in the deep tropics, entailing a strengthening of the Hadley circulation. Consequently, surface winds increase off the equator, enhancing the countergradient import of weak low-level moist static energy that shifts the peak in low-level moist static energy and hence the ITCZ equatorward. At some level, however, and as evident from earlier studies (Möbis and Stevens 2012; Becker et al. 2017) , the tight coupling between convection and the large-scale flow makes it difficult to assess causality from balances in budgets.
The tight coupling between precipitation and the large-scale flow, as measured by the vertically averaged large-scale vertical velocity, implies that this velocity should be strongly related to precipitation across models and experiments. This expectation is confirmed in our analysis and motivates us to measure differences in the tropical circulation across models in terms of their distribution of their large-scale vertical velocity. Given the closeness of the relationship between vertical velocity and precipitation, it was to be expected that spatial features of the large-scale circulations would differ among models, more so in the ACRE-off simulations. This is indeed the case. What was not expected was the degree to which the simulations differed not just in the spatial distribution of large-scale vertical velocity but in the distribution as a whole, as sampled across the tropics. Differences become particularly pronounced in the area between the double ITCZs in the ACRE-off simulations. In ACRE-off simulations, as less precipitation falls on the equator, models agree better in this quantity. As a whole, however, our results indicate that cloudradiation interaction is indeed not a major source for intermodel differences, rather it constrains the distribution of precipitation in the tropics.
To better understand reasons for intermodel differences in the absence of cloud-radiation interaction, we adopted a simple framework from the budget of moist static energy in stationarity. This approach takes advantage of the close relationship between the verticalmean vertical-velocity and the precipitation amount. It has been used in a number of previous studies, as it provides a basis for understanding how energetic drivers of the large-scale circulation are related to the circulation itself. The framework is most informative if it can be assumed that the tropical circulation can be represented by a deep circulation associated with a deep-mode vertical-velocity profile, because then the framework relates the strength of the circulation to the different inputs of energy into the column and the stability of the column. This stability, termed the gross moist stability (e.g., Neelin and Held 1987) , is represented by the normalized vertical advection associated with the deep-mode vertical velocity. For our analysis, we model the deepmode vertical velocity as a top-heavy beta distribution profile with maximum vertical velocity at approximately 400 hPa day
21
. This choice is necessary to ensure that gross moist stabilities are positive across the tropics with minimum values in the deep tropics in the vicinity of deep convection. Deviations of the vertical velocity from the deep mode are retained as a column heating by shallow-mode vertical advection of moist static energy. Besides this, the column heating terms include the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, the atmospheric radiative flux divergence, and the horizontal advection of moist static energy. For decompositions allowing for a positive gross moist stability across models and experiments, the shallow-mode vertical advection best explains intermodel differences in the zonal-mean vertical-velocity distribution, while the other heating terms as well as the deepmode gross moist stability play minor roles. This suggests that intermodel differences in precipitation and circulation cannot be understood by considering only the deep overturning circulation and its diabatic drivers. The importance of other modes of circulation is also supported by a moisture space analysis. It shows that the shallowmode vertical advection imports moist static energy from dry to moist areas. This enhances moisture variances across the tropics and supplies energy for deep convection into areas with low gross moist stability, consequently driving the deep circulation. This interplay seems crucial for deciding the eventual distribution of precipitation across models.
While undoubtedly cloud-radiation interaction has a fundamental impact on the organization of the tropical circulation and precipitation distribution, in particular the location of the ITCZ, intermodel differences still persist or are accentuated when cloud-radiation interaction is inactive. Differences in the location of the ITCZ imply a different degree of convective aggregation among models. Studies of radiative-convective equilibrium identify the countergradient transport of column h by shallow circulations (for a review see Wing et al. 2017) as an important driver for convective aggregation. Our results from the simple deep-mode framework of the vertical velocity applied to the ACRE-off experiment show that the vertical advection by shallow circulations is central for explaining intermodel differences but cannot be directly attributed to cloud radiative effects. How models couple shallow circulations to moisture gradients may thus not only be important for convective aggregation in idealized radiative-convective equilibrium studies but also in a more Earth-like tropical setting. the model output. We thank Hauke Schulz and Max Popp for useful discussions, as well as Traute Crueger for helpful comments on an earlier version of this manuscript. Penelope Maher and two anonymous reviewers made constructive suggestions that considerably improved the manuscript. This research was supported by the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPG), and computational resources were made available by Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ). SB acknowledges support by the European Research Council (Grant 694768).
